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Supporting Israel’s most valuable asset

Brig. Gen. (Res.) Dr Daniel Gold
was Head of Research and Development in the Israel Ministry of Defence and IDF.
Daniel Gold was awarded the Israel Defence Prize in 2012 for inventing and managing the ‘Iron Dome’ missile and rocket defence system which saved the lives of thousands of civilians during the recent Operation Protective Edge.
Dr Gold was recently appointed to head Israel’s future cyber defence system by Prime Minister Netanyahu.

Colonel Richard Kemp
has spent most of his life combating terrorism and insurgency.
In 2009, at the UN, Kemp refuted Goldstone’s outrageous smear of war crimes against the IDF during Operation Cast Lead.
Kemp was in Israel during Operation Protective Edge last year. Immediately following the ceasefire, Kemp gave a detailed briefing to the Foreign Affairs and Defence Committee of the Knesset, providing his assessment of the way the conflict was conducted and the future in Gaza.